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1. INTRODUCTION
Since computers become powerful tool in many fields, simulation studies and Monte-

Carlo method have been widely used by many reseachers in engineering, physice, chemistry
and mathematics, etc. , . . Random numbers or random sequences are indeed indispens-
able for simulation studies. Introduction is devoted a quick survey for random numbers
generation by digital computers of von Neumann type.

The first method is proposed by von Neumann himself called Middle-Square Method.
Select one natural number $m_{0}$ with $k$ digits in its decimal expansion and calculate $m_{0}^{2};m_{0}^{2}$

has approximately $2k$ digits, then we choose $k$ digits from the central part of the decimal
expansion of $m_{0}^{2}$ which can be considered as a nutural number of $k$ digits, denoted by $m_{1}$ .
Then we repeat this procedure by replacing $m_{0}$ by $m_{1}$ , and $m$: by $m:+1$ after repeating
$i$-times this procedure, so that we obtain a sequence of natural numbers $\{m.\}$ .

At the early stage of digital computers, they act with very slow speed and the storage
size is quite limited. Hence, von Neumann proposes a simple algorithm without consuming
the memory of computers. Unfortunately, the period of sequences $\{m:\}$ generated by the
Middle-Square Method is proved to be fairly short and keenly dependent on the initial
number $m_{0}$ , then this algorithm is abondoned almost immediately.

In 1948, D. H. Lehmer propose the linear congruential method such as

$x_{n+1}\equiv ax_{n}$ (mod $m$), (1)

and also its simple exention called mixed congruential method defined by

xn+l\equiv ax、$+c$ (mod $m$ ), (2)

where $a$ is a non-zero integer called the multiplier, $m$ is the mudulus of linear congruences
(1) and (2), and the second constant $c$ of natural number signifies the shift operator,
[9]. The mudulus $m$ is chosen to be a multiple of the bits of CPU (Central Processing
Unit), and $2^{32}$ or $2^{64}$ are popular moduli for the main frame. This algorithm generates an
integer sequence $\{x_{n}\}$ of 0 to $2^{32}-1$ or $2^{64}-1$ , accoring to the number of bits of CPU,
respectively. Then, by dividing each $x_{n}$ (mod $m$) by $2^{82}$ or $2^{64}$ , we obtain a quantified
sequence of real numbers $\{u_{n}\}$ satisfying $0\leq u_{n}<1$ . Appropriate choice of the multiplier
a and the shift operator $c$ , gives uniformity of the qenerated sequence $\{x_{n}\}$ . Further, we
have very long penriod for $\{x_{n}\}$ and consequently for $\{u_{n}\}$ .

Generally speaking, sequences generated by a simple formula in digital computers are
called pseudo random numbers, since they behave as outcomes of the observed sample
values ffom the uniform distribution on the right-0pen unit interval $I_{0}=[0,1)$ , which is
supposed to be independent identically distributed, abbrevited to $\mathrm{i}$ . $\mathrm{i}$ . $\mathrm{d}$ . The conditions
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on the identically distributed, in this case, the uniformity on $I_{0}=[0,1)$ are not so difficult
to obtain theoretically. Indeed, the period of pseudo random sequence is determinde by
the index of the multiplier $a$ , so that the problem becomes how we realize independence
in pseudo random numbers.

Thesretically from the results of Dieter [1], we can calculate autocorrelation functions
of linear congruential random sequences by means of Dedekind sums. Some further de-
tailed investigations on linear congruential method are reviewed in [16] by H. Niederreiter,
hence this linear congruential methods has a very long life and even now this method is
used, for example, in the library of $\mathrm{C}$ computer language as a standard random number
generation method. Nevertheless, the defect of linear congruential method, i.e. a crystal
structure is pointed out by Marsaglia [10], and also in [16].

Here, we give a simple example of a crystal structure: let us consider a linear congruen-
tial method ; $x_{n+1}\equiv 5x_{n}+1$ (mod 16), with the initial value $x_{1}=1.$ Then, the generated
sequence by the above congruence is ;(1, 6, 15, 12, 13, 2, 11, 8, 9, 14, 7, 4, 5, 10, 3, 0), which
satisfies the uniformity. Prom this sequence, we construct a 2- dimensional sequence,
defined by $(x_{k}, x_{k_{j}1})$ for $k=1,2$ , $\cdots$ , 14, ,which $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{U}$ on the line : $3y+x-21=0.$

Henceforth, we need to find other methods for random number generations. One
eminent candidate is s0-called $\mathrm{M}$-sequence. $\mathrm{M}$-sequence is a sequence over the finite
field $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{F}(2)$ generated by a primitive polynomial, of maxmum piriod $T=2^{p}-$ $1$ , from
which this sequence is called $\mathrm{M}$-sequence (Maximum-length lineary recurring sequence),

where the primitive polynomial $f(x)$ of degree $p$ is represented by $f(x)=. \cdot\sum_{=0}^{\mathrm{p}}c_{i}x^{:}$ , where

$c_{0}=$ q $=1,$ and $c_{*}$
. $\in$ GF(2). Further, in this sequence, every block of 0 and 1 of length

$p$ appears once and only once, except $(0, 0, \cdots, 0)$ in the whole sequence of full period.
Thus, $\mathrm{M}$-sequence is much betler then linear congruential pseudo random sequence, [2],
[6]. Futher investigation on random number generating methods and their preperies are to
be confered in [4] from the point of view of monte-Carlo Methods, in [17] of Quasi-Monte
Carlo Methods, in [19] of Markov Chains, and in [3] of cryptology.

2. STATISTICAL TESTS FOR RANDOM NUMBERS
From the compeny HMI, two systems of random number generators called the Clutter

Box are offerd to us with some amount of research fund 1 This random number generator
is a hardware, which produces sequences of real numbers with prescribed number of digits
in decimal expansion by means of heat noises. These type of random numbers are call
“phisical random numbers”, since they are generated by phisical devices via a phisical
phenomena.

Robert Davies gives his report on Clutter Box random number generator on 28th
October 2001 to HMI company. National Institute of Standards and Technology in USA
publish a standard for Security requirements for cryptographic modules FIPS-PUB 140-
1, [18]. He also tested Clutter Box by Diehard tests by Marsaglia [11] and some other
investigations are also included in his report. Kenji Nagasaka and H. Yamashita [15]
reported their results of $\chi^{2}-$ test with the specification of the Clutter Box. The values

1Sp cial thanks to HMI company and the generocity to give Nagasaka Laboratory the product; 2
Clutter Boxes made by HMI company which generates random numbers via heat noises.
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of $\chi^{2}-$ statistic of 20, 000 physical numbers for subintervals of equsl length in the unit
interval are ; 11.589, 15.765, 19.002, 18.715 and 15.050.

It is of course a standard routine to execute a certain number of statistical tests, such
as FIPS 1401. On the other hands, there exist theoretical notions and theorems for finite
sequences, and we made some simulation studies for these theoretical facts and compare
several kinds of random numbers generated by different methods including phisical ran-
dom numbers. The following Section is devoted to the explanation of theoretical notions
and theorems and also physical random numbers. Then, in the successive Section, we give
our simulation studies to compare various kinds of random number generation methods.

Final Section is devoted to the choice of random sequences of +1 and -1 called PN-
Sequences, to an application problem: Digital watermark in audio signals.

3. THEORETICAN NOTION AND PROPERTIES
AND PHYSICAL RANDOM NUMBERS

One of the main applications of random numbers is numerical integrations and the
notion of the uniform distribution mod 1 is intoroduced by H. Weyl [21] in 1916.

A real sequence $t’=(x_{n})$ is uniformly distributed mod 1 if the number of indices $n$

less than or equal to $N$ such that the fractional part $\{x_{n}\}$ falls in any intervak $[a, b)$ in the
right open unit interval $I_{0}=[0,1)$ , that we denote by $A_{N}(x; [a, b))$ , divided by $N$ tends
to $b-a$ as $N$ tends to infinity, where a real number $x_{n}$ can be written as $x_{n}=[x_{n}]+\{x_{n}\}$ .
Here $[x_{n}]$ means the integral part of $x_{n}$ and $\{x_{n}\}$ is the fractional part of $x_{n}$ satisfying
$0\leq a<b\leq 1.$

Let us consider a finite real sequence $\mathrm{g}$
$=(x_{n})_{n=1}^{N}$ a $\mathrm{d}$ the discrepancy of $\underline{x}$ is denoted

by $D_{N}$(l) and defined by

$D_{N}(x)= \sup_{[a,b)}|\frac{A_{N}(\underline{x}[a,b))}{N}-(b-a)|$ , (3)

where $a$ , $b$ run over $0\leq<1,0<b\leq 1$ with $a<b.$ Then; $D_{N}(x)arrow 0$ as $Narrow\infty$ ,
is the necessary and sufficient condition for which a real sequence $(x_{n})_{n=1}^{\infty}$ is uniformly
distributed mod 1.

A small change of the discrepancy $D_{N}(\underline{x})$ is $\mathrm{c}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ the modified discrepancy denoted
by $D_{N}^{*}(\underline{x})$ , defined by

$D_{N}^{*}(x)=$ s[up $| \frac{A_{N}(\underline{x}[a,b))}{N}-(b-a)|$ , (4)

that is, the supremum is taken over restricted interval $[0, a)$ with $0<a\leq 1$ instead of
any interval $[a, b)$ .

Another necessary and sufficient condition of a real sequence $(x_{n})$ is uniformly dis-
tributed mod 1 is that the following equality

$\lim_{Narrow\infty}\frac{1}{N}\sum_{n=1}^{N}f(x_{n})=\int_{0}^{1}f$(x)dx, (5)

holds for any Riemann integrable function $f$ of period 1.
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For a real finite sequence $\underline{x}=(x_{n})_{n=1}^{N}$ , Koksma’s inequality:

$| \mathrm{y}_{n}\sum_{=1}^{N}f(xn)-$ $/_{0}^{1}$ $f(x)dx|\leq V(f)D_{N}^{*}(\underline{x})$ , (6)

is shown as theorem 5.1 in [8], where $f(x)$ is a periodic function of bounded variation $V(f)$

of period 1. We may suppose further that $f$ has a continuous derivative on $I_{0}=[0,1)$ , then
the total variation $V(f)$ can be written as $V(f)= \int_{0}^{1}|\mathrm{f}(\mathrm{x}|)|dx$. The koksma’s inequality
(6) represents the upper estimate of evaluation of numerical integrations by the procducts
$V(f)$ and $D_{N}^{*}(\underline{x})$ , from which we can evaluate the degree of uniformity of $\underline{x}=(x_{n})_{n=1}^{N}$ ,
since $V(f)$ is determined uniquely by $f(x)$ .

Discrepancy and modified discrepancy of $\underline{x}$ are related by $D_{N}^{*}(\underline{x})\leq D_{N}(\underline{x})\leq 2D_{n}^{*}(\underline{x})$,
which, therefore, assures the validity of Koksma’s inequality.

This Koksma’s inequality can be viewed as an estimate of the difference

$| \frac{1}{N}\sum_{n=1}^{N}f(x_{n})-\int_{0}^{1}\mathit{7}(x)dx|$ , (7)

by $L_{0}$-norm. Thus it is quite natural to estimate (7) by If-norm; that is

$D_{N}^{(\mathrm{p})}( \underline{x})=(\int_{0}^{1}|\frac{A_{N}(\underline{x}\cdot[0,a))}{N},-a|^{p}da)^{1/p}$ , (8)

which may be called $L^{\mathrm{p}}-$ discrepancy of $\underline{x}=(x_{n})_{n=1}^{N}$ .
Niederreiter shows in [8] as Cor. 1.2 that

$(D_{N}^{(2)})^{2}= \frac{1}{12N^{2}}+\frac{1}{2}\sum_{n=1}^{N}(x_{n}-s_{n})^{2}$ , (9)

where $s_{n}=$ $(2n-1)/2N$. This equality shows that the minimum value of $L^{2}$ discrepancy
is attained by the sequence $(s_{n})_{n=1}^{N}$ . For the general even $p$, an analogous relsults are
proven by the author [13].

Physical random numbers are s0-called sequence of real numbers or integers generated
by a hardware by means of a certain phisical phenomena. $\mathrm{M}$-sequences are able to be
generated by an appropriate combination of Shift Feedback Registers, which we do not
call physical random number generator. The first physical random number generator in
Japan is settled at the Insititute of Statistical Mathematics in 1956 [5].

By using zener diode, we constructs physical devices which generate random digits
and further investigations with a short history of physical random number generator are
to be reffered in [14].

4. COMOARJSON OF RANDOM NUMBERS
Inthis Section, we give our results of simulation studies based on theoretical results in

the preceding Section.
We calculate the difference (6) with test functions:
(a) f $(\mathrm{x})=2x$ -1, $V(f_{1})=2,$
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(b) $f_{2}(x)=3x^{2}-2$ , $V(f_{2})=5/3$ ,
(c) $f_{3}(x)=32\sin(32\pi x)$ , $\mathrm{V}\{\mathrm{f}3$ ) $=$ 2048,
(d) $f_{4}(x)=\sin(32\pi x)$ , $\mathrm{V}\{\mathrm{f}3)=64.$

we use the following different random numbers:
(A) $1/2N$, $3/2\mathrm{A}\mathrm{T}$, $\cdots$ , $(2N-1/2N)$ ,
(B) Systematic Farey Fractopms,
(C) Rand$($ $)$ (Library Function in C)

$)$

(D) $\mathrm{M}$-Sequence of degree 15,
(E) $\mathrm{M}$-Sequence of degree 18,
(F) $\mathrm{M}$-Sequence of degree 20,
(G) Physical Random Numbers generated by Clutter Box.
Our simulation results are compiled in

Table 1: $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}-$ Result 1Table 2: $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\underline{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ Result 2
Random Test $\mathrm{f}$ nctions Random

$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}_{\mathrm{A}}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}$ $0.000000(\mathrm{a})$ $0.000\mathrm{t}\Pi \mathrm{Q}(\mathrm{b})$ $0.000^{\frac{)}{0}}00(\mathrm{c}$ $0.000000\mathrm{d}$ $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}_{\mathrm{A}}\underline{\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}$

0.
$\mathrm{p}=2$

00 0.
$\mathrm{p}=4$ $\mathrm{p}=6$

0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
$\mathrm{B}$ 0.000122 0.000061 0.000000 0.000000

–

$\mathrm{B}^{-}$ 0.222100 0.129281 0.088379
C-l 0.001341 0.001846 0.140260 0.004383 C-l 0.338219 0.272939 0.219355
C-2 0.013910 0.006980 0.176375 0.005512 C-2 0.335490 0.269122 0.216720
C-3 0.003038 0.005719 0.125490 0.003922 C-3 0.336856 0.268148 0.213945
C-4 0.004617 0.002359 0.506651 0.015833 C-4 0.325764 0.256735 0.204355
D-l 0.015793 0.000045 0.361343 0.011292 $\mathrm{D}- 1_{-}$ 0.329048 0.260038 0.206604
D-2 0.015901 0.000018 0.362667 0.011333 D-2 0.329045 $0_{-}$.260041 0.206612
D-3 0.015845 0.000035 0.367596 0.011487 $\mathrm{D}-33$ 0.328966 0.259888 0.206424
D-4 0.015867 $0.0000\overline{25}$ 0.359357 0.011230 D-4 0.328937 0.259853 0.206399
$\mathrm{E}$ $1$ $0.\overline{0}0^{-}\overline{74}46$ 0.001192 0.111607 0.003488 $\mathrm{E}$ $1$ 0.343428 0.277986 0.223157
$\mathrm{E}2$ 0.010157 0.008153 0.209423 0.006544 $\mathrm{E}2$ 0.330682 0.265305 0.213479
$\mathrm{E}3$ 0.010071 0.008219 0.210876 0.006590 $\mathrm{E}3$ 0.330672 0.265139 0.213204
$\mathrm{E}4$ $0.\underline{0}13597$ 0.009810 0.228891 0.007153 $\mathrm{E}4$ 0.340306 0.277258 0.225826
F-l 0.017331 0.009113 0.425495 0.013297 F-l 0.344505 0.282922 0.232293
F-2 0.021130 0.011356 0.494390 0.015450 F-2 0.341257 0.276686 0.223532
F-3 0.014452 0.009412 0.433619 0.013551 F-3 0.344391 0.278607 0.224591
F-4 $0.00^{-}\overline{73}50$ 0.002711 0.244237 0.007632 F-4 0.338142 0.271182 0.216797
P-l 0.003633 0.004018 0.416623 0.013019 P-l 0.331884 $0^{-}$.265155 0.213005
P-2 0.002855 0.003094 0.070002 0.002188 P-2 0.336236 0.268052 0.214209
P-3 0.008995 0.002582 0.046476 $0.\overline{0}01452$

$\mathrm{P}- 3\mathrm{P}- 4$

0.338956 0.273393 0.221239
P-4 0.008557 0.001125 0.117469 0.003671 $\mathrm{P}4$ 0.334009 0.269950 0.219222

5. SIGNAL PROCESSING AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order to protect the authorship right, watermarking is a powerful tool for analogue

contents and also digital contents. Takano and Nagasaka propose a digital watermarking
system in $[]$ , for audio signals of CD-MA quality.

One digital watermark embedding method proposed is thhe direct sequence system of
spectrum spreading. Let $\mathrm{S}(t)$ be the original audio signal at time $t$ , then by

$x(t)=S$(t) $\cdot$ $g_{ks}(t)$ , (10)

$X(t)$ is spectrally spread signal by $g_{ks}(\mathrm{t})$ , where $g_{ks}(t)$ is an element of $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{N}$-sequence of +1
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and -1. Then we embed digital watermarks $\delta$ and the invense spectrum spreading by

$x$ (t) $\cdot g_{ks}(t)+\delta\cdot g_{ks}(t)=S(t)+\delta\cdot g_{ks}(t)$ , (11)

since $(r_{ks}(t))^{2}=1,$ where $\delta\cdot g_{ks}$ signifies embedded watermark signals in wide range of
low level of noises.

$g_{ks}(t)$ for $t$ $=1,2$, $\cdots$ , $N$ is called $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{N}$-sequence of +1 and -1, where $k_{s}$ denotes the
key to distinguish $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{N}$-sequence. The autocorrelation function of $\{g_{ks}(t)\}_{t=1}^{N}$ with delay $h$

is defined by

$R_{N}(g_{ks};h)= \frac{1}{N}\sum_{t=1}^{N}g_{ks}(t)$ . $g_{ks}(t+h)$ , (12)

where $h$ is an integer running form 0 to $N-$ l, and we put $g_{ks}(N+u)=g_{ks}(u)$ for
$u=1,2$ , $\cdots N-1$ in order to calculate $R_{N}(g_{ks};h)$ .

The ideal $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{N}$-sequence for spectrum spreading in known as the values of autocor-
relation functions, that is $R_{N}(g_{ks};h)=0$ for au non-zero delay $h$ , Unfortunately there
exist no such $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{N}$-sequences except $N=4$ , [12]. Thus we generate $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{N}$ sequence with
value of autocorrelation functions and consider their effects. There exist three kinds of
$\mathrm{P}\mathrm{N}$-sequences generated by using Genetic Algorithm, called $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{A}1$ , GA2 and $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{A}3$ , respec-
tively. The population size of GA1 and GA2 is 128 and 256 for $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{A}3$ . For all used genetic
algorithms, the roulette selection rule, selection provability 0.6, one point crossing with
probability 0.055 and mutation with probability 0.05 are employed. The length of GA1
is 512 and that of GA2 and GA3 is 1024 which are used repeatedly with different start
point. The order of noises with digital watermarking for piano solo is: (D) $<$ GA3 $<(\mathrm{C})$

$<(\mathrm{F})<(\mathrm{G})<(\mathrm{E})<$ GA2 $<$ GAl, where (C) – (G) represent is the last Section.
For song with piano accompanied, the order is: $(\mathrm{F})<\mathrm{G}\mathrm{A}3<\mathrm{G}\mathrm{A}1<(\mathrm{D})<(\mathrm{E})<$

$(\mathrm{C})<(\mathrm{G})<$ GA2.
Instead of direct sequence system with spectrum spreading, we use MDCT and Inverse

MDCT (Modified Discrete Cosine Transformation) which diminishes dramatically the
noises of digital watermark for every PN-sequences.

From out simulation study, we can not conclude concrete statements, nevertheless each
simulation problem and required properties for random numbers are to be considered, that
is our conclusion.
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Figure 1: $\mathrm{M}$-sequence (15-1-0-0-0) [piano] Figure 2: $\mathrm{M}$-sequence (17-16-15-12-0) [pi-
ano]

Figure 3: GA2 [piano] Figure 4: GA1 [piano]
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Figure 5: $\mathrm{M}$-sequence (20-3-0-0-0) [song] Figure 6: GA3 [song]

Figure 7: GA1 [song] Figure 8: $\mathrm{M}$-sequence (15-1-0-0-0) [song]

Figure 9: $\mathrm{M}$-sequence (17-16-15-12-0) [song]


